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**Introduction**

DNA Repeat Expansion
- Genetic disorders with abnormal expansion of repeated DNA sequence

Huntington's Disease (HD)
- Dominantly inherited, incurable, neurodegenerative disorder
- CAG repeat expansion in HTT gene

**Purpose**

- Understand the underlying mechanism of repeat expansions & identify in which tissues these expansions occur

**Hypothesis**

In HD patients, the striatum (located within the cerebral cortex) is one of the most affected tissues. Therefore, the cerebral cortex tissue is expected to show extensive expansion.

**Methods**

- Tissue Harvested from HdhQ111 Mice
- DNA Isolation
- 1st PCR Tissue Expansion Analysis
- Agarose Gel Electrophoresis

**Results**

Tissue Specific Expansion Analysis of HD Mice through Agarose Gel Electrophoresis
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Figure 4: Images of HdhQ111 Mice at 6 months, 9 months, and 12 months. PCR products contain the expanded repeats from the indicated tissues: Cerebellum (Cb), Cerebral Cortex (Cc), Gastrocnemius (G), Liver (L), and Kidney (K). The sizes of the DNA markers, from top to bottom, are: 1 Kb, 850 bp, 650 bp, 500 bp, 400 bp, 300 bp, 200 bp, 100 bp

Tissue Specific Expansion Analysis of HD Mice through High Performance Capillary Electrophoresis
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Figure 5: High Performance Capillary Electrophoresis Tissue Images of 9-month HdhQ111 Mouse. The four tissues highlighted are the Cerebral Cortex (Cc), Heart (H), Kidney (K), and Liver (L). Green peaks indicate areas of CAG repeats. Each red marker represents base pairs. From left to right, markers represent 300 bp, 350 bp, 400 bp, and 450 bp. Images of the Cerebral Cortex and Kidney tissue look similar, indicating similar CAG expansion.

**Discussion**

Agarose Gel Electrophoresis Analysis
- Smearing indicates expansion present
- Prevalent in Cc, L, and K tissue
- Higher degree of CAG expansion observed in older mice, especially within the Cc and K tissue

High Performance Capillary Electrophoresis
- a higher resolution technique to visualize CAG repeat expansions
- As base pairs increase, you can identify CAG repeats in the Cc and K tissue, just as you do in the Gel Electrophoresis imaging

**Conclusions & Future Directions**

Conclusions
- As expected, repeat expansion is extremely prevalent in the cortex, consistent with HD patients suffering from progressive cognitive decline
- Compared to HD patients, there is a wide variation of tissue specific expansion
- Striatum/cerebral cortex tissue has greater extent of CAG expansion – demonstrating tissue specific factors contribute to expansion in HD patients

Future Directions
- Therapy targeting CAG repeat expansions within the striatum, which lies within the cerebral cortex
- Results can be applied to other repeat expansion disorders (e.g. Friedreich Ataxia)
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